
Designing and Creating the line 
drawing of your own Original 

Character



First complete the Brainstorming Character worksheet on 
google classroom.  This is the first starting point in our 
design process. 



Using a letter sized file please 
gather images that help support 
your visual narrative of your 
character.  These images may 
be incorporated in your “Collage 
Sketch” later on.

File> open and place

Please Export this as a jpeg and 
hand in for your mood board 
assignment 



Now sketch out your character and scene

Your character must 

- Has some gesture… not standing flat!
- Have clues to the backstory of your character
- Have a background
- Have some parts exaggerated
- Have some area of your character be innovative/ unique… what is your twist? 



To sketch your character you can do one of the following

1. Draw by hand or on procreate a sketch of your character illustration
a. Think of it like a thinking sketch.. We still take be doing a “Final Digital Drawing” from this 

sketch so this does not need to be perfect but it does need to be thought out!
b. Make sure to SCAN / upload the image digitally so we can finalize digitally.

2. Create a Digital Collage on photopea to serve as your sketch… This tutorial 
will continue with this option



Begin by getting 
a form or body 
that you can 
use for your 
character .

Edit> free 
transform

Scale it to size



Using your selection tool 
select the background 
and then delete



Begin to add more 
pieces to your character 
by pasting more pics in 
and deleting their 
backgrounds , then 
scaling them and 
placing them in correct 
places. 



Make sure to 
add a 
background



Now using 

Edit> color 
balance 

Go through 
each layer 
and add a lil 
bit of one 
color so that 
it makes all 
layers have 
harmony



Layer> flatten 
image



Now 

Image> adj> brightness 
and contrast



Find a 
gradient 
background 



Paste it on and line up 
the light source



Change the layer 
mode to “overlay” 



Now this is your 
Characters Collage 
Sketch…. Please export 
this as a jpeg and hand it 
in to the google 
classroom



Hand in this collage as your “Sketch Assignment” in google 
classroom



Open a 
new 

































Hand this png or jpeg in the Digital “REFINED” line 
drawing assignment 


